
The Practicality Of Baby Sleep Experts
Standing at a crossroads and deciding which way to walk is a metaphor for life. Its
also apt when describing how to select the best Baby Sleep Experts. Ostensibly
this guide will assist you in finding your way.

Your baby needs about eleven to twelve hours of nighttime sleep, so if they are
consistently starting their day between 6:30 and 7:00 a.m., they need a bedtime
about twelve hours before then. Like us, babies are influenced by external factors,
such as daylight and warmth, when trying to sleep. Opening curtains, making the
room light and playing games in the day is a great way to establish there is a
difference between day and night, and your baby will soon learn this. You and your
partner can share feedings, diaper changes and other nighttime baby duties. Moms
who breastfeed can pump breast milk so their spouse can give a nighttime bottle to
the baby, allowing mom to get some extra shuteye. One crying-it-out type of sleep
training is the well-known Ferber Method, also known as "Progressive Watching" or
"Graduated Extinction." The goal is to teach your baby how to sleep on their own
and put themselves back to sleep if they wake up during the night. You’d think
since we’ve been around babies for a long time, we’d pretty much know everything
about them. But beware: the more books you read and grandmas you talk with, the
more sleep misunderstandings and misperceptions you’ll encounter. Some parents
help their babies sleep by snuggling up in bed with them, and they may even bed-
share all night. If your baby is six months or younger, it's safest for them to sleep in
a cot next to your bed, but if you want to try having your baby in bed with you,
check out the advice on safe co-sleeping.



Newborns often confuse day and night. A set of blackout shades and a white noise
machine may help encourage dozing off when it's bedtime. In the early months,
babies need clear nasal passages to breathe. Later they can alternatively breathe
through their mouth if their nose is blocked. Bedroom inhalant allergies are a
common cause of stuffy noses and consequent night waking. Dust-free your baby’s
bedroom as much as possible. If you’re emotional state is poor, screen yourself for
post-natal depression, and make your psychological health a priority. Post-natal
depression and stress are very common, yet many parents continue to suffer
privately. Talk to your doctor about your options. Despite being sold by many well-
known brands, items such as cushioned sleeping pods, nests, baby hammocks and
anything that wedges or straps a baby in place can pose a risk to babies less than
12 months of age. Families should be encouraged not to use sleep aids and if they
do make this choice, to check whether items comply with British Standards and
follow safer sleep advice. A sleep consultant will take a holistic approach to create a
sleeping system that you can manage and one which takes into account sleep
regression as well as the needs of the baby and considerations of each family
member.

Have A Nap Schedule
Agree with your partner about what you’ll do when baby wakes in the middle of the
night and who will do it. The number one way to fail is not to have plan. Some
parents claim that a ride in the car is a sure-fire way to induce sleep. In desperate
times it may be tempting to buckle baby in the car seat and drive around the block.
Emotionally, babies need some soothing from Mom and Dad in order to learn how to
soothe themselves. Your mantra should be, “I cannot fix everything for you, but
while you are learning to fix things for yourself, I will go through it with you by your
side.” Basically, you will walk the path toward sleeping through the night with your
babies until they can walk on their own. Naps help prevent your child from
becoming overtired. Being overtired can affect your child’s mood and overall
temperament. Adequate sleep – including the optimal amount of nap time –
improves your child’s mood. Aim for bedtime between 6:00-7:00pm (earlier if naps
are short or missing). Although it may seem counterintuitive, earlier bedtimes
eventually translate into longer stretches of sleep. If you're looking for a
compassionate, effective and evidence-based approach to sleep or just advice on
one thing like sleep training then a baby sleep specialist will be able to help you.

Everyone has an internal clock, also known as a circadian rhythm, that helps keep
sleep on track. Your baby will start to develop one around 12 weeks but your little
one won't likely develop a normal sleep/wake pattern unless you impose one. If
your child does not need a nighttime feeding, offering them one will make it
extremely difficult for them to understand why some wakings are responded to with
a feeding and others are not, leading to a bad cycle of crying and more wakings.
Don't put any pressure on yourself to do things a particular way. People around you
may have lots of theories about what you should be doing - but the main thing to do
is get as much rest as you can, give your baby lots of cuddles, and do whatever
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your baby needs for now. Go with your baby on this, they are stocking up for a
longer period of sleep at the first part of the night and it is a good idea to go to bed
when they do, as the first stretch of the night is often the longest. Putting your cot
in the right spot is key. Pick a location that isn’t in the direct pathway of your air-
conditioning or heating vents since sudden temperature changes will startle and
disturb baby. The cot should also be placed away from windows to protect your little
one from drafts and outside noise. If you need guidance on ferber method then let a
sleep consultant support you in unlocking your child's potential, with their gentle,
empathetic approach to sleep.

Babies Love Repetition
A soft cuddly toy, blanket or cloth can become your baby's best friend. If it is near
them when they wake up at night or from a nap, it can truly help babies settle back
to sleep again. If a child is happy, comfortable, and tired, problems falling asleep
are likely to be behavioural (such as bedtime resistance) or environmental (such as
noise). Use a simple baby bedtime routine- the same things in the same order every
night will create a series of cues in your baby’s mind. 30 minutes is plenty, including
a bath, story and song. Baby massage can also be a lovely opportunity to bond with
your baby and to help relax them before bed. Every baby is different, so don’t fret if
your baby isn’t following all the rules. While it’s normal for newborns to wake up
multiple times throughout the night, don’t hesitate to talk to your pediatrician if you
have questions about your baby’s sleep patterns. In the early weeks, your baby will
need frequent feeds and will probably wake regularly at night. You can encourage
your baby to go back to sleep more quickly by avoiding over stimulating them
during night feeds. Keep lights to a minimum and don’t change your baby unless
really necessary. Sleep consultants support hundreds of families every year,
assisting with things such as 4 month sleep regression using gentle, tailored
methods.

Remember that waking up during the night is completely normal for young babies,
and you shouldn’t feel pressure to try and get your baby to sleep for longer. In order
to reduce the risk of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), safer sleep should be
the priority instead of longer sleep. This may be difficult for exhausted parents, but
it is vitally important that safer sleep is followed for all sleeps, day and night. Many
sleep experts warn that moms who lull their babies to sleep in their arms or while
suckling are setting themselves up for misery. They caution that these babies won’t
learn to self-soothe and will scream for Mama’s help every time they pop awake. If
baby is too hot, he might have trouble sleeping. Keep your baby's room at about 68
to 72 degrees Fahrenheit and dress him in a one-piece sleeper. You should also
keep the room quiet and dark. If you feel that the sheets are too cool and possibly
waking your newborn up, warm them up before placing her down. You might even
decide to lay a hot water bottle on the crib mattress to warm it up, but make sure
it’s just warm and not hot, and remove it before you lay your baby down.
Remember, your baby’s skin is more sensitive than yours. The safest place for your
baby to sleep is by herself in a bassinet or crib. If you have multiples (twins, triplets
or more), put each baby in his own bassinet or crib. Here are some do’s and don’ts
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about making your baby’s sleep space safe: For gentle sleep training guidance it
may be useful to enlist the services of a sleep consultant.

The Golden Moment
With babies of all ages, feeding your baby to sleep can be lovely. Baby is snuggled
in your arms, having a delicious cuddle. It's great for bonding and lovely for both
mum and baby. It could be that a family vacation or a case of the sniffles has
disrupted your child’s schedule and is keeping him or her up at night, or just that
your little adventurer is excited about learning a new skill and would rather be
exploring than sleeping. It’s not uncommon for babies to revert to an erratic sleep
schedule once in a while. These sleep regressions are a normal (and often
temporary) part of healthy infancy and can happen due to teething, illness, growth
spurts, changing naptimes, or when they are learning new skills such as how to talk
or walk. One can unearth more insights relating to Baby Sleep Experts at this NHS
article.
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